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An Automotive industry organisation based out of China was looking for an OKR tool. 
They started shortlisting a few apps on the Atlassian marketplace and subsequently 
reached out to UpRaise, requesting a 10-minute walkthrough video. This video was to be 
showcased to the leadership group of the organisation, who would then decide on the 
solution to go ahead with.

FUELLING UP ON INSIGHTS

The partner organisation had a complex data centre version of Jira to 
manage its operations, and were using multiple apps from the marketplace to 
address other requirements. Jira was customised to a great extent too, and 
these pointed at a customizable solution that wouldn’t be a run of the mill plug 
and play execution.



CROSSING THE FINISH LINE

The availability of various kinds of granular customisations through the app 
impressed the leaders of the partner organisation. Their executive team gave 
approval to procure the app, and work with UpRaise customer success team 
to customise it even further. The team has been working with the partner 
organisation almost on a weekly basis as they scale the OKR adoption in their 
entire organisation.

LEARNINGS ON THE JOB

Aiming for flexibility allows organisations to utilize a new component – in this 
case, OKR tools – more effectively. The detailed & granular configurations 

offered by UpRaise for Employee Success, enables teams to tune it according to 
their requirements and ensure that the solution fits perfectly to their needs.

ACCELERATING WITH THE SOLUTION

UpRaise team gladly accepted the request and created a 10-minute 
walkthrough video of the app. In addition to the features requested to be 
showcased, team UpRaise also shared details about the immensely flexible 
configurations that UpRaise for Employee Success offers - since the ask was 
primarily for an OKR tool.
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